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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to establish two spectral representations 
(outgoing and incoming) for the acoustic problem 
vv 
V tt - “(4 v 
.-=o, 
44 
Vi(% 0) = g&)9 v th 0) = g&h (l-1) 
considered in three-dimensional space. The function v(x), which has the 
physical meaning of density, will be assumed to approach 1 as 1 x I--+ co, 
in a way to be made precise below. This means that our inhomogeneous 
medium is “homogeneous at co.” 
The differential equation in (1.1) can be viewed as a perturbation of the 
corresponding equation with v(x) 3 1. In this respect C. H. Wilcox [l] has 
considered a whole class of hyperbolic systems as perturbations of what he 
calls uniformly propagative systems. He studies the problem of asymptotic 
equality, for large t, of solutions U(X, t) and u”(x, t) of the perturbed and 
unperturbed systems, respectively. If H and Ho denote appropriate Hilbert 
spaces of initial values with finite energy for the perturbed and unperturbed 
systems respectively, and U(t) and Uo(t) the corresponding solution groups, 
then U(X, t) = U(t) #J(X), u”(x, t) = Uo(t) +O(x), where d(x) and +0(x) are 
the initial values in H and Ho , respectively. u(*, t) - uO(*, t) tends to zero 
as t --f CO, in the energy norm of H, if and only if $ = LA$O, where Q is a linear 
operator (wave operator). Wilcox establishes the existence of L? for a class of 
perturbations, and shows that, for this class, Q is an isometry of Ho into H. 
Our differential equation (1 .l) can be written in the form considered by 
Wilcox. However, the methods used here are not the same, and as a conse- 
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quence of the spectral representations we obtain, the analogue of Q above- 
the wave operator W+-will emerge as a unitary transformation, the same 
being true of W- , the analogue of W+ when one considers asymptotic 
equality of u and u” for t---f - co. These results imply the existence of the 
scattering operator S = Wz W,. . 
Our work parallels that of D. Thoe [2], who has employed the methods of 
P. D. Lax and R. S. Phillips ([3], [4]) in obtaining incoming and outgoing 
spectral representations for the problem 
U tt - h + q(x) u = 0, 
U(% 0) = fi(X>, U,(% 0) = f&), (1.2) 
also considered in R3. It is readily seen that (1.1) transforms into (1.2) by 
setting 
v=Gu, 
(I-3) 
g, = dJfi , (i= 1,2) 
and 
q=q(“)=-~;e!L 
” 
3 $“-I& 
/ I (1.4) 
The conditions imposed on v(x) are the following: 
(i) v(x) is real valued, and has continuous second derivatives; 
(ii) there exist positive numbers c and C such that c < I@) < C for all x; 
(iii) v - 1, Vv and dv tend to zero at least as fast as 1 x j-3, as 1 x ) -+ 00, 
uniformly in x. 
These conditions insure that p satisfies the assumptions made by Thoe 
in [2], except that q may be negative in our case. 
2. ABSTRACT FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let Co2(R3) denote the space of complex-valued functions defined in R3, 
with compact supports, having continuous second derivatives, and let 
B = Co2(R3) x Co2(R3). For g = [gl, g,] E 9 define the energy norms 
II * Ilo and II * II’ by 
l/g II,” = j (I Vg, I2 + I g, I? dx, w 
llg IV2 =j v-w VEl I2 + I g2 I”) dx. (2.2) 
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Here, and whenever the domain of integration is not specified, it is to be 
understood to be R3. We will denote by H,, and H’ the Hilbert spaces obtained 
by completing 9 with respect to the norms 11 *11s and II * /I’ respectively, and 
by (-, *),, and (a, e)’ the corresponding scalar products. In view of assumption 
(ii) on Y(X), the above norms are equivalent, so HO and H’ are identical as 
classes. It is also easy to see that g = [g, , g,] is an element in these spaces if 
and only if g, and the distributional first order derivatives of g, are in L,(R3). 
The first component g, itself is locally square integrable ([4], p. 95). 
The differential equation in (1.1) can be written in the form 
(2.3) 
where 
The operator A’ maps 9 in H’ into H’, and as such it is symmetric. Let us 
define the domain of A’ to be the set 
D(A’) = [g = [g, ,g,] E H’ : dg, ,g gL2(R3), i = 1,2,3/ , (2.5) 
where the indicated differentiations are meant in the sense of distributions. 
THEOREM 2.1. The open&r A’, giwn by (2.4) and (2.5), is self-adjoint 
We omit the proof of this theorem, since it can be easily obtained by a 
simple modification of an argument used by Lax and Phillips ([4], p. 137) 
in the proof of a similar theorem. 
In view of Theorem 2.1 and Stone’s theorem ([5], p. 478ff), A’ generates 
a one-parameter group of unitary operators 
u(t) = eitR’ (2.6) 
on H’, such that U’(t) is strongly continuous in t, for all real t; U’(t) g is 
strongly differentiable with respect to t if and only if g E D(A’), and in this 
case 
1 u(t)g = iA’U’(t)g; (2.7) 
moreover, U’(t) maps D(A’) onto D(A’) and commutes with A’. 
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U’(t) is called the solution group for problem (1.1). In fact, in view of (2.3) 
and (2.7), and since s - lim,,, U’(t) g = g, the first component of U’(t) g 
can be interpreted as the solution of problem (1.1) for g E D(A’). It can be 
proved that such a solution is classical if g is sufficiently smooth. 
If V(X) = 1, A’ is replaced by 
(2.8) 
with D(A,) = D(A’). In this case we get the solution group 
Uo(t) = eiiAo. W) 
We now define, for f = [ fi , fi] E 9 
llf II:: = 1 (I Vfl I2 + Q If1 I2 + If2 I”> h (2.10) 
where 4 is given by (1.4). A straightforward calculation shows that if 
4 E Cc(R3), and I/ = 2/i c$, then 
Therefore, 
i 
F dx = j (1 V+ I2 + 4 I+ I”) dx, (2.11) 
and since the left-hand side is the square of a norm for 4, so is the right-hand 
side for 4. It follows that 11 * l/r defined in (2.10) is a norm, and 
II g II' = llf Ill for g= X4-f E9, (2.12) 
where g = dif means gi = dvfi , i = 1, 2. 
Denote by Hi the completion of 9 with respect to the norm j/ * II1 . It is 
clear that the transformation 
T:gEHJ-f=+Hl (2.13) 
v 
is a unitary map. We now prove the following 
LEMMA 2.1. The norms I/ . ii,, and /I - II1 are equivalent. 
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PROOF. We note that Q tends to zero as 1 x 1 -+ co, at least as fast as 
] x I-3, so 14 1 fulfills the conditions required by Thoe in [2], hence his 
Lemma 2.1 is applicable: there is a constant K such that, for 4 E C,2(R3), 
j- (I W I2 + I 4 I I # I”) dx d K j. I V$ I2 dx. 
As a consequence, 
1 (I V$ I2 + q I$, I”) dx < K 1 I V+ l2 dx. (2.14) 
If we substitute v by l/v in (1.4), we obtain 
p = p(v) = q (+) = - v-f V . v Vu-: = $ - [ g 1’. (2.15) 
It is clear that (2.14) holds with q replaced byp, the constant K being properly 
readjusted: 
(2.16) 
On the other hand, with p replacing q, (2.11) becomes 
I vIW12dx= (IV~12+pI~12)dx, I (2.17) 
where, as before, 4 = fi+. I n view of (2.11), condition (ii) on v, (2.16) 
and (2.17), we have 
1 
aKC (IW12+pl~12)dx I 
=&C~v]V+]2dx>K~~]V+~2dx. 
From this and (2.14) it follows that there exist positive constants 8 and L 
such that 
tj- I 9 I2 dx < j- (I V I2 + 4 14 I”) dx BL j- I 04 I2 AL (2.18) 
The equivalence of II * II,, and ]I . l]r is an immediate consequence of this. 
4”9/~3/1-15 
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REMARK. In view of this lemma, and the fact that 11  Ilo and 1, . jj’ are 
equivalent norms, the three norms // . /(a , 11 * I/‘, and 11 . Ill are equivalent, and 
the spaces Ho , H’, and HI are identical as classes. 
We now make the observation that under the transformation T, defined 
in (2.13), the self-adjoint operator A’ is mapped into the self-adjoint operator 
By using Lemma (2.3) in [2], and the properties of v, it is also seen that 
D(A,), which equals the image of D(A’) under T, is the same as 
W,)= If=[fi,f2lt-H~:Cfi,~~,~L*(H”),i=l,2,31, z 
i.e., D(A,) = D(A’). 
A, generates the solution group U1(t) = e itAi appropriate to problem (1.2), 
and clearly 
l/$(t) Tg = TU’(t)g. (2.20) 
3. THE APPROXIMATING PROBLEMS 
We shall now introduce a class of problems that approximate the problem 
(1.2). For p > 1, let 
Y,@) = r(l x I - P + 11, (3.1) 
where y(r) is an infinitely differentiable function such that 0 < y(r) < 1 for 
all real r, Y(Y) = 1 for Y < 0, and y(r) = 0 for r > 1. The function 
VP@) = (v(4 - 1) Y,(X) + 1. (3.2) 
satisfies the same conditions imposed on V(X). In fact, condition (i) is imme- 
diate, and condition (ii) holds, with the same constants c and C, for all 
p > 1; one has only to note that c < 1 < C. As for condition (iii), it also 
holds uniformly in p, for p > 1, for the functions y,(x), Vy,(x) and dy,(x) 
are bounded uniformly in p, and 
vv,=Ypvv+(v-l)bp, 
L3v,=y&lv+2vy;vv+(Y-1)dyL,. (3.3) 
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The analogues of (1.4) and (2.15) are now 
qp = q(vp) = 3 2 
I I 
2 - 2, 
p, = q ($1 z ; - / 2p,2. 
P P 
The problems 
(3.4) 
for t = 0, (3.5) 
$ c,) = ~2, 6,) , (z,) = (2) for t = 0, (3.6) 
where 
are the approximating problems to (1.1) and (1.2), respectively. We introduce 
the space Hi as the completion of CS with respect to the norm 11 . ii:: 
II g Iii2 = j C’(l Vg, I2 + I gz I”> dx; (3.8) 
and the space H, as the completion of B with respect to the norm )I - Ii,,: 
Ilf II: = j (I Vfi I2 + qo Ifi I2 + Ifi I”) dx. (3.9) 
It is easy to see that /I - 11; is equivalent to 11 * Ijo uniformly in p. Also, q, 
p, qQ , andp, are all of the order of I x l-S as 1 x I + co, uniformly in x and p. 
This implies that Lemma 2.1 holds true for II * IID in place of 11 - /I1 , uniformly 
in p. Therefore, HO , H’, HI , Hi and HP are identical as classes, and the 
corresponding norms are all equivalent, uniformly in p. In particular, there 
exists a constant K such that 
Ilf II0 G K Ilf IL (3.10) 
forallp>landfEH1. 
Theorem 2.1 holds true for Ai of (3.7), acting on Hi , its domain being the 
same set (2.5). It also follows that 
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is a unitary map which carries Ai into the self-adjoint transformation A, , 
whose domain in HP turns out to be the set (2.5) again. This operator generates 
the solution group Up(t) = eitA P of problem (3.6), which approximates L:(t) 
in a sense that is provided by the notion of Trotter convergence [6] of a 
sequence {X,} of Banach spaces to a Banach space X. This is also explained 
in [2], where incoming and outgoing spectral representatives for o;(t) are 
obtained in terms of similar representations for Up(t). Although the proofs 
in [2] are made under the assumption that p is nonnegative, they can be 
adapted with minor modifications to our case, in which q may assume 
negative values. This is made possible by the fact that the several norms 
introduced before are equivalent, uniformly in p, of which (3.10) is a conse- 
quence; and by the fact that the operators A, and A, have no point eigen- 
values. The proof of this is based on the following. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let h(x) be a C2 solution of - dh + q(v(x)) h = 0 for 
1 x 1 > R. Then the quantity 
JW, h) = (j,,,, I 49 I2 ds)+ 
is such that it either remains bounded as r + 03, or 
li%rrf +M(r) > 0. 
PROOF. In view of the behavior of q at co, there exist constants p < 0 
and R,, > R, such that, for r > R,, , 
On the other hand, the differential equation 
has a regular singularity at co. By applying Frobenius method, we find that 
it has solutions 
Yo(d = ,f am, 
12=0 
a,= 1, 
y&) = I f bnr-” + liyo(y), b,= I, 
?L=O 
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the series converging for r > 0. In view of this, the lemma follows by applying 
a result of Kato ([7], p. 415) with s,,(r) = p/r3 and n = 3. 
This result established, the proof that the spectrum of A, (A,) is purely 
continuous is the same as that of Lemma 2.8 in [2]. We also note that we can 
establish, as in [2], spectral representations for the group U1(t), all proofs 
needed paraphrasing the corresponding ones in [2], with only minor changes, 
and so we omit them here entirely. We only note that the fact that in our 
inequality (3.10) th e constant K may be greater than 1 requires an obvious 
modification of the concept of Trotter convergence used in [2], but this 
again does not require any essential modification of the proofs in [2]. In the 
next section we describe the spectral representations of Ui(t) and U’(t). 
4. THE SPECTRAL REPRESENTATIONS 
Denote by B the Banach space of continuous functions f (x) for x E R3, 
and tending uniformly to zero as 1 x I--+ co, with norm \lf ]jB = max, If(x) 1 , 
From the work of T. Ikebe [8] it follows that 
1 
PC% % 0) = - z I 
ei”lz-Wl 
I x _ y I q+(y)) e-isy-w dy, 
where x is real and w is an Ra vector of length 1, is an element of B, and the 
integral equation 
has a unique solution in B. This function ZI(X, x, w) is a solution of the equa- 
tion 
Llv + ,921 = p, (4-l) 
and, in case Q has compact support, v satisfies Somerfeld’s conditions at 
infinity: 
- - izv = O(l x I-l), 
31x1 
v = O(l x 1-l) as IxI+oo. 
(see [8] and the reference there to Povzner work). 
Because of this, the “distorted plane wave” 
9(X, z, w) = ediza.w + v(x, X, w>, 
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generalized eigenfunctions of - A + q in the terminology of Ikebe, has been 
called by Thoe the incoming solution of (4.1), and denoted by &(,Y, z, w). 
The outgoing solution #+ is then defined by 
Now set 
$b+(x, 2, w) = r)&“, - x, - co). 
1 
and let N = L,(Q) be the space of square integrable functionsf(w), w on the 
unit sphere L? = {w : ( w 1 = I}, with norm given by 
Denote by L,(- co, 03; N) the space of square integrable functions f(z), 
defined on the realline and taking values in N, with norm given by 
With the notation introduced we can now state the results proved by Thoe 
in [2], and which remain true in our case as already noted. 
Outgoing and incoming spectral representations for Ul(t). The mappings 
Fk : H,-+L,(- co, co; N) defined by 
* 
are unitary, and, under F+ , UJt) is transformed into multiplication by the 
scalar function eizt, i.e., 
1 
[UJt)fl; = ei”tfi(z, w). 
F+(FJ is called an outgoing (incoming) spectral representation for the group 
G(t)* 
In view of the unitary mapping (2.3), it is apparent how to obtain similar 
representations for the group U’(t). Setting 
Y*(x, z, w) = d&j @*(ix, z, w) 
it is readily seen that the above representations lead to the following. 
Outgoing and incoming spectral representations for U’(t). The mappings 
G+ : H’ -+ L,( - co, co, N) defined by 
G(G w) = W&g) (z, w) = (id-), ul,(*> z, WV 
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are unitary, and GA transform U’(t) into multiplication by the scalar function 
eizt, i.e., 
[U(t) g]; = eitzk*(Z, w). 
G+(G-) is called an outgoing (incoming) spectral representation for the 
group U(t). 
A spectral representation F,, : H,+L,(- co, co; N) for the group U,,(t) 
is obtaining by putting ([4], p. 100) 
iJ”,(% w> = Pof) 6% w) = (f(*>, @cl(-, z7 w)hl , 
where 
cDo(x, 2, W) = [e--izz.w, ize-izz*w]. 
F, is a unitary mapping, and 
[Uo(f)fl,^ =ei%(~, w). 
5. THE WAVE AND SCATTERING OPERATORS 
The wave operators W+ are defined by 
w* = s - hm U’(- t> q)(t). (5.1) 
The existence of these limits as isometries of H,, into H’ can be established 
directly, using the fact that the set of Cauchy data of detached solutions 
of the wave equation is dense in Ho ([2], [9]). However, it is proved in [2] 
that U,( - t) U,,(t) has strong limits as t --f -& 03, and these limits are isome- 
tries of Ho into Hl . From this and relation (2.20) it follows that the operators 
in (5.1) exist and are isometries of H,, into H’. Moreover, it is proved in [2] 
that 
F,-l . FJs - lj+~ U,( - t) Uo(t)] = F;l * F-[s - !j@m U,( - t) U,,(t)] = I, 
I being the identity in H,, . Again, by using (2.20), this implies in our case 
that 
and therefore, 
F,-IG, W, = F,-lG- We.. = I, 
W, = G;‘Fo , W- = G?F,, . 
We thus see that W+ and W- are unitary mappings of H,, onto H’. 
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The scattering operator S is defined by 
s= w,w-; 
and in view of the preceding relations we see that S is a unitary mapping of 
Ho into itself, and 
S = F,-lG+GIIFo . 
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